
Why Use Alpha II MIPS Solutions
Untangling the complexity of the Quality Payment 
Program (QPP) remains a challenge to individual 
clinicians and group practices. Many clinicians still struggle 
to comprehend the multifaceted web of the Merit-based 
Incentive Payment System (MIPS) measures, deadlines, 
and penalties. Our MIPS solutions provide the technology 
and support needed to achieve maximum reimbursement.

MIPS Accelerator® will simplify your MIPS reporting with 
benefits such as:

• Data run through all available eCQMs and CQMs for 
best scoring outcome

• Seamless, back-end data transmission
• Submission completed on clinician's behalf at end of 

reporting year
• Unparalleled expertise, service, and support

Add QM Accelerator® to optimize your reporting with:
• Data imported and refreshed monthly
• Data aggregated into focused work queues
• Pre-submission scoring with proactive feedback
• Comprehensive dashboard to track your progress
• EHR workflow suggestions to improve data 
 collection, if available

Five Steps to Easy Onboarding
1  Execute contract

2  Establish data connections

3  Complete internal testing and data exchange

4  Dashboards created by Alpha II 

5  Receive personalized training

100%
successful data 

submission rate*

9%
penalty for not 

submitting MIPS data

17K+
clinicians have used

Alpha II for MIPS Reporting

Seamless, End-to-End Quality Reporting Service

Alpha II consistently exceeds our clients' expectations. Their MIPS solutions have given our 
clients the ease to do their MIPS reporting and every client has expressed how much they 

love the Alpha II Team. Their customer service is stellar – like no other.
 – Director of Account Management 
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Improving revenue through integrated 
coding, billing, and quality reporting intelligence

 Accurate, audit-ready 
coding for evaluation and 

management services

Generate an ABN on-demand 
as required based on medical 

necessity or frequency limitations

Efficient procedure and diagnosis code search, encounter 
editing, and compliance tools all in one easy-to-use program

Identify underpayments, 
prioritize high-dollar 

opportunities, and engage your 
team in meaningful work 

Monthly educational and 
partner webinars 

Comprehensive claim and encounter 
scrubbing solution covering the 

entire continuum of care
Achieve maximum quality scoring with 

ONC-certified CEHRT reporting
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